
Founder of 

Intuitive Leadership® U.  

Known as the “Intuitive Truth

Detective,” Terry works with

entrepreneurs and professionals

who are about to give up their

business or career. Using her

superpowers she helps them

clear emotional baggage that

get in the way of success. They

reignite by coherently aligning

the Practical, Personal and

Spiritual sides of their Business,

Career and Life. 

About 
Terry

Author 
"The Enchanted Boardroom:

Evolve Into An Unstoppable

Intuitive Leader.” 

Speaking Events

Ted X

Mindalia TV

Abundant Soul Traveler 

Dr. Nandi Show

NAWBO - Philadelphia Chapter

Business Forum Group of Doral

Fall River Housing Authority

Newport Interactive Marketers

(NIM)

Professional Speakers

Association (PSA)

Women Speakers Assoc. (WSA)

Frequent Guest Speaker for

online summits and podcasts

Testim

Speaking Topics 

Inward Journey; Outward Results

From Capsizing to Powerfully Upright

Through Intuitive Living.

Keys To Positive Communications for

Leaders To Be Trusted, Heard and

Understood

Chasing The Mysteriously Illusive

Work/Life Balance Myth

Zap the Stress: Shift The Chaos

Decision Making Made Easy

Decoding Your Branding: Lock Down

Your Pitch and Unlock Positive

Reviews!

and many more

TERRY WILDEMANN
Business, leadership and executive
coach, speaker, and best-selling author
www.intuitiveleadership.com

Podcast Host 
Awaken The Possibilities

Your 7th Sense

Plus six co-authored books

"One of the most inspiring women I've ever met in my life!

After 30 minutes, I left our meeting in March feeling like I

could start and own a successful business venture... Here

we are 2 months later, on the path to a bright future! Thank

you doesn't seem like enough Terry" 

Josh Mathis

Testimonial 

Her audiences begin the transformation evolve into puzzle-
solving, compassionate & intuitive leaders who positively
influence others to achieve success with speed, ease & flow.



Why Choose Me?

I had the honor of presenting career transition topics to

over 11,000 transitioning military personnel over a 20

year period.

Clients include:
All branches of the military, chambers of commerce,

universities, financial institutions, healthcare institutions,

railroad companies, nonprofits and small businesses.

 

Media:
I am a frequent guest on tele-summits, podcasts,

webinars and stages

My Promise:
Having created, hosted and participated in hundreds of

events in over 30+ years of business, I understand the

challenges in hosting an event. I promise to assist you to

make it a memorable one.

Video:
Would a pre-launch video engage and enroll your

audience to increase registration? If so, we can discuss

creating a personalized video that speaks directly to

your audience on the topic you choose to market your

event. Imbed the video into your marketing materials,

social media and websites. In addition, I will write an

article & blog post specifically for your event.

Connection: 
Audience connection begins the moment they arrive at

the venue. Before the event, I will mingle & interact with

your audience. If appropriate, the insights gained from

the mingling can be integrated into the talk to

personalize the experience. After the event, I will

continue to interact with your audience, sign books, pose

for pictures, and engage with VIP's.
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Biography

Contact 

Known to her clients and students as the “Intuitive Truth Detective,” Terry works with entrepreneurs

and professionals who are about to give up their business or career. She uses her superpowers to

help them clear emotional baggage that gets in the way of their success. They reignite by

coherently aligning the Practical, Personal and Spiritual sides of their Business, Career and Life.

Bottom line, Terry’s Intuitive Leadership® courses, programs and masterminds, help her clients to

magnetically attract their desires, ideal clients and increase sales & profit.

In business for 30 plus years, Terry earned certifications as an executive, resilience, co-active

coach and behavior analyst. She also earned certifications in various holistic healing practices.

Terry’s business and leadership experience includes owning a manufacturing company, an image

consulting company, and a leadership and holistic education center.

Her background also includes a career in law enforcement. She is a military spouse and military

mom.

She has presented nationally and internationally. Clients include small businesses and

entrepreneurs, financial institutions, chambers of commerce, business organizations, banks,

government agencies, the US military and colleges and universities.

Terry Wildemann, CEC, CPPC

Intuitive Leadership®

www.IntuitiveLeadership.com

41.849.5900

Terry@IntuitiveLeadership.com

Linkedin: www.Linkedin.com/in/TerryWildemann

Facebook: www.Facebook.com/IntuitiveLeadership

Facebook Group: Unstoppable Intuitive Entrepreneurs

Pinterest: www.Pinterest.com/TerryWildemann

Instagram: www.Instagram.com/TerryWildemann

Podcast Host: www.AwakenThePossibilities.com
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W i l d e m a n n
Sample Speaking Topics

From Capsizing to Powerfully 
Upright Through Intuitive Living

Many people purposely ignore their intuition and
regret it afterwards. This talk is about "personal
capsizing" due to not trusting, believing and
listening to the intuitive nudges that counter the
practical and logical data that surround us.

1. Capsizing 
Personal story of resilience, lack of boundaries
and only listening to the
practical and logical while ignoring the intuitive
messages.

2. Uprighting 
Discover the missing gaps and identifying
solutions and tools to shift and fill those gaps.
Integrating intuition with the practical and logical
to succeed in all aspects of life.

3. Sailing Forward
 Daily steps to stay powerfully upright.

 A simple formula to create positive results.
 How to shift chaos and overwhelm.
 3 words to avoid when communicating that
make a difference.

Discover how the intuitive leaders' inward journey
results in manifesting a thriving values based
workplace culture that serves managers,
employees and clients alike. Look at the common
traits of successful leaders and you find
confidence, an understanding of themselves,
deep intuition, and an ability to connect and
motivate others - positively or negatively.

In the workplace, practical systems are necessary
to serve the client and for profit and gain.
However, a lack of understanding of oneself, and
how to motivate those who implement those
systems, can contribute to workplace chaos. This
is where the inward journey begins.

1.
2.
3.

Keys To Positive Communications for Leaders: Be Trusted, 
Heard and Understood

Inward Journey;
Outward Results for
Positive Leadership Results

In this fun presentation, Terry shares how specific words, tone, energy and behavior styles
help leaders to understand themselves and others. She offers clarity on why people do what
they do, their emotional drivers and triggers, and how to be heard and understood by each
style to avoid misunderstanding and fuzzy communication.The result is positive influence on
workplace mindset, action and energy allowing for a shift in culture that saves time, energy
and money.



Decoding Your Branding: Lock Down Your Pitch and Unlock
Positive Reviews!

Your branding
Stuck on your mission statement 
Feeling lackluster about your work and professional relationships
Seeing negative reviews

What does your brand stand for? How are you portraying it — from networking to pitch
decks to bios and grant applications — and ultimately reviews? 

Unlock how to align your brand, whether your business or your career. This talk is for you
if you're confused about: 

Overcome these blocks and be inspired to move your branding to bring you growth,
professionally, personally, or both.

In this keynote or breakout session, learn about:
• The work/life balance myth
• What actually creates stress - it's not what most people
think it is!
• Word power and how the words you use can
unintentionally attract what you
don't want
• Resilience and healing techniques to create in-the-
moment calm, ease and flow

Chasing The Mysteriously
Illusive Work/Life Balance
Myth 

In this interactive presentation, Terry takes
the student on a journey that studies the
three words: work, life and balance and it's
relationship to the pillars of life: health,
career, finances,education, relationships,
recreation and spirituality. The work/life
balance myth is left behind and the student
gains new insights on shifting towards Life
Harmony to create in the moment
interactions that results in increased
workplace and life performance.

Zap The Stress: Shift The Chaos

SHIFT, REIGNITE and
REVITALIZE Your Inner
Business Game

Strategies to Create More
Health, Wealth, and
Success in Business and
Life

The goal of this speech is to guide
leaders to understand the importance
of integrating leadership, intuition,
communications and resilience with
practical systems to help employees,
customers and themselves to thrive.
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NOTE: During the holidays, the above program is
repackaged and refocused on specific challenges that
present themselves during those times of year. The
program is called:

Zap Holiday Stress: Stop Your Tinsel From Tangling and
Enjoy the Holidays



LCD Projector (minimum 2000 lumens) or large TV/monitor with HDMI cord
Screen (8' or larger, the larger the audience, the larger the screen) placed on a riser in the
right corner of the room from the audience's perspective (AVOID putting the screen in the
front center stage.)
Any lights directly over the screen must be darkened during the presentation. If necessary
please loosen the light bulbs or remove them.
A copy of the presentation will be emailed to the organizer. It will also be on Terry's laptop
and on a thumb drive to be used in your in-house computer projection system.
If sound or video are integrated in your program WIFI access may be needed.
The presentation laptop (usually Terry's laptop) must be visible from the stage.
Terry will bring her own clicker to move slides. If your system requires it's own clicker
please notify us. 

For audiences over 50 participants - please provide a riser so everyone can easily see
Terry and the presentation.
Please place two small skirted cocktail rounds or a 6' table on stage for the laptop,
materials, props and water. Remove all else from the stage (head table, podium, etc).
If the podium is needed for announcements and cannot be removed before program,
please place it in the back corner to give access to the entire stage. 
Please provide two tall chairs. (Bar stools, captain chairs or tall cocktail chairs). Place in a
corner of the stage.
Extension cords (Provide as many as needed for the space)
Please provide bottled water with a straw.
Set audience chairs to face the longest wall (i.e. set the room wide, not narrow).
Seat the audience as close to the stage as possible with each chair facing Terry. Allow no
more than 10% open chairs.
Please have the room fully lit especially the stage. (Turn off lights above screen)
Please provide a 6' skirted table in the back of the room, with a stool, to place materials
and to meet and greet audience members after the event.

Please provide a wireless lavaliere microphone with windscreen and extra batteries. 

Room Set Up 
Please share this page with the AV/Room Set-up Coordinator

Terry uses Powerpoint or Keynote software for her slides. She also uses flip charts and
various types of visuals to emphasize the main points. The suggested set up below will create
the best experience for your audience. If the presentation is outside of the U.S. let's have a
conversation to discuss the requirements and changes to the list below. Please provide on-
site audio/visual support to troubleshoot before and during the presentation. Thank you!

Visuals:

Room Set Up

Microphone:
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Set Up Time:
Terry will arrive at least 90 minutes before the presentation to set up equipment and the front
and back of room table.  

If there are multiple presenters for the event, and there is less than 30 minutes to change from
one presenter to Terry, we suggest supplying a waist high AV cart so Terry can set up her
equipment and wheel the cart to the front of the room. Plug in can be done in 15 minutes with
strategic planning.  

Handouts:
A master set of handouts will be provided for the meeting planner to duplicate. If possible
please have volunteers available to pass them out, and to collect evaluations and distribute
the bonus handouts at the end of Terry's presentation.
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Room Set Up Diagrams 
If possible please set up without a center aisle.
(please contact our office with any questions)

STAGE

Screen

LAPTOP 

Materials/Props

Tall Chairs

Classroom Theatre


